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ァ1. Introduction

.

t

V. Krishnamurthy Ql] has intended to estimate the number of the possible
●

●

●

topologies in a given丘nite set, in which he has mentioned that a topology of a丘nite
畠 〝

set can be represented by a suitable matrix. It seems that such matrix is a powerful
●
‑

q '

tool to study the structure of丘nite topological spaces.

A鮎r de丘ning a topogenous matrix in section 2, we shall consider some elementary
properties of丘nite spaces m section 3. Especially, it is shown that the topogenous
matrix for the product space Xx Y is the direct product of the topogenous matrices of
Xand Y. In section 4, a concept ofa dual space of a finite space is introduced. In
●

section 5, it is shown that the topogenotis matrix of a finite To‑space is equivalent to a
triangular matrix. In section 6, a topological invariant which we call be the degree
of connection is de丘
I

§ 2. Topogenous matrix

Let Xbeafiniteset {ai,ォ2, ‑, an¥ and let T be a topology on X, whereでis the

family of all open subsets of X.
●

●

Since X is finite, each point a,‑ of X has a unique minimal neighborhood Uj, which

is the intersection of open neighborhoods ofa^
then

{[/i5

t/J2,

,

Un}

is

an

open

neighborhood

Hence ifX is the set {a^ a^ ‑5 ^}>

basis

of

the

space

(X,

r).

Now, we shall introduce the topogenous matrices which play an important role in
●

●

our investigation of丘nite topological spaces.

Definition 1. In a finite space (X, r), let a (n, n) matrix A‑¥jiij2 be defined as
follows:

a,‑y‑l if dj牀Ui

‑0 otherwise

(7, y‑l, 2,..., n).

Then, the matrix A is said to be a topogenou∫ matrix of the space (X, r).
●

●

A topogenous matrix has the following important properties.

Theorem 1. (V. Krishnamurthy). Let A be the topogenou∫ matrix of a finite space
X, then the matrix A satisjie∫ the following three conditions
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aij‑O or 1,
o*7‑1,

a>ih‑a>kj‑1^dij‑I?
●

wherei,j¥&‑1, 2,..., n.
Conversely, if a matrix A ‑¥jhj¥¥ satisfie∫ these three condition∫ then A induce∫ a topology in

X
Definition 2. We define the permutation matrix, which corresponds to the permutation
(p(l) p(2)... p(n))'by r‑C*W>^ where *wi) is the Kronecker's delta.

Definition 3. Given two topogenous matrices A and i?5 if there exists a permutation
matrix T such that

B‑T'AT,
then A and B are said to be equivalent to each other, and are noted as

A^B.
Theorem 2. Let ri andでbe two topologie∫in afinite set X, and let A¥ and A2 be the

topogenous matnce∫ of (X, ri) and (X, r2) respectively. Then (X, ri) and (X, r2) ^r^
homeomorphic if and only if A¥ and A2 are equivalent.
Proof. Let Bi‑{E/i, C/"2,..., Un} and B2‑{Fi, F2,

, F"w} be the minimal basic

neighborhood systems of(X, ri) and (X, r2), respectively, and let / : (X, r{) ‑ (X,で2)
be a homeomorphism such that

f(ai)‑ap(i)

(i‑1, 2, ‑> n).

∫ induces a mapping

KUd‑Vm

(7‑1, 2, ‑., n),

which preserves the inclusion relation in Bi and B2. If A¥ is noted as [̲ォ//̲], then we
have
oi7‑l ⇔ Uj⊂Ui ⇔
⇔

Pu)⊂Vtj>(i)

ap(i)p(J)‑l>

and
aij‑ap(i)p(j)

(h 7‑1? 2, ‑, n).

Set
T‑

¥̲dipU{],

●
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where #,‑/,(/) is the Kronecker's delta.
Then we have
A2‑ T'AxT,
●

i.e.

A¥‑Ao.
Conversely assume A^r‑A^ then there exists a permutation matrix T‑[̲diP^^] such
that A2‑TAiT. Define/ : (X, n)‑>(X, r2) by
fw)‑ap(i),
then ∫ is a homeomorphism.
From the above proof we also obtain:
●

Corollary. A matrix which i∫ equivalent to a certain topogenou∫ matrix i∫ a topogenou∫
matrix.

§ 3. Some elementary properties

We

consider

family

{C/i,

a

topological

C/2,

,

space

Un}

of

(X,

the

r)

with

a

finite

corresponding

set

minimal

X‑{ai,

basic

a^

,

an}

neighborhoods.

and

And

a

be‑

tween elements of (X, r), we define the following order :
ai<jij ⇔ Ui⊂ Uj

(or a, e ｣/,‑),

then this relation ≦ is transitive and reflexive. This means that (X, <) is a quasi
ordered set.
●

●

The following is the known result.

Theorem 3. (Alexandroff [̲2J). Afinite space (Z, r) i∫ a To‑space if and only if
(X, ≦) i∫ a partially ordered set.
Remark 1. Let A‑[̲aijr] be the topogenous matrix of a finite space (X, r), then

a,7‑l ⇔ dj^di.
Remark 2. Given two finite spaces (X, r) and (X, G¥ mapping / : X→ Y is con‑
●

tinuous if and only if the following is satis丘ed :

a<b(a, b c X) ^f(a)<,f(b).
Let

For

a

A

be

the

subset

topogenous

Y‑{bu

b2,

matrix

‑,

bk}

of

of

a

finite

X,

we

space

(X,

consider

r),

the

where

X‑{ai,

subspace

(F,

a2,

ty)

genous matrix dy･
●

We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. (7, ty) i∫ closed in (X,丁) if and only ifthefollowing holds:

and

,

its

aサ}.

topo‑
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A‑

Ay

*

or

Proof. Yis closed in (Z, r) if and only if UxnY‑￠ for x牀Y‑ and for the mini‑

mal neighborhood Ux of x. Hence from the definition of the topogenous matrix, the
theorem follows immediately.

Corollary 1. Y i∫ open and closed if and only if the following holds¥

tL

A‑

Corollary 2. Let A be the topogenou∫ matrix ofafinite space (X, r). Then we have
A

r石1
｢右l
●
●
●

¥Ak:
whereAti∫atopogenou∫matrixofacomponentof(X,r).
Forfinitespaces(X,r)and(Y,6¥letAxandAybethetopogenousmatricesof(X,
r)and(F,6¥respectively,andletAxxybethetopogenousmatrixoftheproductspace
(XxY,IX(T).AsfortherelationsbetweenthematricesAx,AyandthematrixAx*y*
●
Wehavethefollowingtheorem.
Theorem5.LetAx,AyandAx*ybethetopogenou∫matnce∫offinitespace∫(X,r),
(F,d)andtheproductspace(XxY,IX<j¥respectively.ThenAxxyi∫equivalenttothedirect
productofAxandAy<>i.e.
Axxy‑AxXAy.
Proof.LetX‑{aua2,

,am}andY‑{bub2,蝣蝣蝣,bn),{UuU2,蝣蝣蝣,Um}and{Vi,

V2,‑,Vn}befamiliesoftheminimalbasicneighborhoods,respectively.Andlet
]bethetopogenousmatricesofthesespaces.
Ax‑[̲aij'2andAy‑¥jbij
Now,consider
XxY‑{(ahbj)¥i‑1,2,‑,m;y‑l,2,...,n}.
IfU{andVjareminimalneighborhoodsofa,‑inXandbjinF,then｣/, ×Vjisthe
minimalneighborhoodof(a^bj)inXxY.ThenthetopogenousmatrixAx*yisnoted
intheform
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i: 巧 Eie

X‑･×⁚･×

fc> fca fc?

Axxy‑

(au bi)'‑(ah9 bk) ‑(a桝bn)

c(U){h,k)

where

coj)(h,k)‑1 ⇔ (oft, bk)e U{× V,A

⇔ah6Ui and bk6Vj
⇔aih‑l and bjk‑l.
Hence, we have A‑AxXAy.

嘗

Dual spaces

A finite space is a quasi ordered set (X, ^>). Then there exists a quasi ordered set
(X, <j in which the ordering a<^b means gO>& in (X, >). The dual space of a finite
topological space (X, r) is a topological space corresponding to (X, <J. The following
is evident.

Lemma 1. Let Mbe the (71, n) topogenou∫ matrix of afinite space (X, r). Then a space
(X,チ) i∫ a dual space of (X, r) if and only if the topogenou∫ matrix N of (X,チ) i∫ equivalent

to the transposed matrix M of M.
Let M‑[̲aif] be a in, n) topogenous matrix. Then we define a matrix M*‑[afy]
by
aij==an‑j+l n‑i+l*
●

The matrix M* is obtained from mapping reflectively all elements of M in the di‑
agonal which is not principal. We have the following.

Theorem 6. Let Mbe the (n, n) topogenou∫ matrix ofafinite space (X, r). Then
〟/〜〟*
i∫ satisfied.
Proof. If we putJf‑Qa,‑/], M'‑[a‑y]5 M*‑[afy], then we have
afj=zan‑J+i n‑1+1‑0品‑1+1 fl‑j+l*

Now let T(i> j) be the permutation matrix which corresponds to a transposition (z,
/), and consider

M. Shiraki

T‑T(n, 1)T(n‑1,2)... T(n‑k,叶1)‑ (k≦早手)･
Then we have
r′〟* r‑〟′,
●

i.e.

〟*〜〟/.
§5. Finite To･
In the present section, we shall丘nd a condition for the topogenous matrix that a
●

●

given finite topological space is a TVspace.
Theorem 7. Afinite space (X, r) i∫ a To‑space if and only if the topogenou∫ matrix A of
(X, r) is equivalent to a certain triangular matrix.
Proof. Assume that (X, r) is a finite TVspace with a topogenous matrix A. Let
X‑{ai, a2,..., aw}, and let Z7,‑ be the minimal neighborhood of a,‑. We note JV,‑ the
number of the elements of ｣/,‑, and rearrange X as X‑ {a♪1, aわ

ap } such that if

i <Lj> then Np.<iNp.. We consider the topogenous matrix B‑[̲bijJ which corresponds
tothenewbasis(a♪ *H ‑,aPn) ofX. If i<j¥ then we have ap.s Upp and bij‑0.
Therefore, B is a triangular matrix which is equivalent to A.
Conversely, assume that for a topogenous matrix A of (X,で), there exists a triangular

matrix Ai‑[̲ajj ] such that A‑**A¥. Ifa*, ay e Xand a^a^ then o,7‑0 since A¥ is a
triangular matrix. Hence aj ￠ Uh that is. (Xで) is a TVspace.

§ 6. Degree of connection

Let (X, r) be a finite TVspace and let A‑[̲aij ] be the topogenous matrix of X, and
E be the unit matrix.
Now,set
dA‑A‑E,
and de丘ne

d"A‑(dA)♪

(p‑l,2,‑),

d?A=E.
Definition 4. Let (X, r) be a finite TVspace and let A be the topogenous matrix
ofX If
d*A=｣O and dn+1A‑O,
then we say that the degree of connection of X is 71, and we denote
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degX‑ n.
Let(X,;>)beapartiallyorderedset,andxbeanelementofXConsiderthe
familyofchainsinXsuchthat
xq<X¥<%2<'**<xh‑X.
ThemaximumnumberofhdefinedforalltheabovechainsisdenotedbyIQaf],and
iscalledthelengthofx.Wealsodefinethelengthl[̲XjofXby
l¥̲XJ‑max{llxl¥x牀X}.
Theorem8.If(X,r)i∫afiniteTo‑space,then
degX‑l[XJ.
Proof.LetA‑¥ja,ij]bethetriangulartopogenousmatrix.
Set
d♪A‑¥Laij(p) ¥(p‑l,2,.‑),
andletfi{(aha[,a昌,‑,a去‑!,af.)ky<ai<a昌<‑･<aムーi<a{}bethenumberofthe
differentchainsoftheforma<a{<a2<‑<aLi<a<<
Thenweshallprovebytheinductionthat
(1)al^p)‑u{(aJia{,a昌

,ai‑uaf.)lo>j<｣.a>i*Co'2<｣.‑･<a去‑!<ォ,}

Inthecasethatd‑1,wehaveevidently
a,‑/l)‑fo
｡tこa,j<ai3
ontheotherhand.
erwise
1ifdj<di
(2)

ti{(ah ai)¥aj<ai} ‑
Ootherwise

Hence, we obtain (1) in the case that p‑l.
Second, we assume that (1) is valid forp, and consider the case ofp+1.
Remarking that
(3)
we have

〟
aij(p+l)‑∑aik(p)akj(l).
k+1
n=k買[‑/i{(ak,a{,‑,a去‑l,OK<a{<‑<a'
p‑1<ai}‑n{(aj,ak)¥aj<ak} ]

(<uy+l ‑(dA)♪(dA¥

7
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‑/i{(aj, ak, a13 ‑, a去‑l5 a/)￨ay<ajfe<ai<‑‑‑<a去‑i<at}.
So, we obtain (1) in the case ofp+1.
Hence, by the induction, (1) is established.
Now, let degX‑m, then

dmA^O and dm+lA‑O.
Hence by (1) there exists at least a chain of the length zn, but no chains of the length
m+1.
Therefore
degX‑ l ¥̲XJ
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